In this paper, two different Gray like maps from Z α p × Z β p k to Z n p , n = α + βp k−1 , denoted by φ and ϕ, respectively, are presented, where p is a prime number. We have determined the connection between the weight enumerators among the image codes under these two mappings. We show that if C is a Z p Z p k -additive code, and C ⊥ is its dual, then the weight enumerators of the image p-ary codes φ(C) and ϕ(C ⊥ ) are formally dual. This is a partial generalization of results in [D. S. Krotov, On Z 2 k -dual binary codes, IEEE Transactions on Information Theory, 2007Theory, , 53(4):1532Theory, -1537. Additionally, a construction of 1-perfect additive codes in the mixed Z p Z p 2 . . . Z p k alphabet is given.
Introduction
Quaternary codes have attracted people's attention since the 80th, due to their relationship to some well-known nonlinear binary codes [11, 15, 16] . It was shown [11] that some good nonlinear codes, including the Kerdock codes, can be viewed as the image codes of Z 4 cyclic codes under the so called Gray mapping. In [6] , the Gray map was generalized to construct new Z 2 k -linear codes, such as the generalized Kerdock codes and Delsarte-Goethals codes.
The definition of the generalized Gray map can be found in Section 2, i.e., φ k for the special case p = 2. However, it is worth noting that if C is a linear code over Z 2 k , then it can be proved that the weight enumerators of φ k (C) and φ k (C ⊥ ) do not in general satisfy the MacWilliams identity, i.e., are not formally dual. On the positive side, in [13] , it was introduced another generalization of the Gray map, which can be viewed as dual to φ k in some sense. It was shown that the weight distributions of the image codes under these two generalized Gray mappings satisfy the MacWilliams identity.
Additive codes (mixed alphabet codes) were first defined by Delsarte in 1973 in terms of association schemes [8] . In the following 1997, the translation invariant propelinear codes were first introduced by Rifà and Pujol [17] . As follows from Delsarte's results, any abelian binary propelinear codes has the form Z γ 2 × Z δ 4 for some nonnegative integers γ and δ. In general, a Z 2 Z 4 -additive code is defined to be a subgroup of Z α 2 × Z β 4 ; this is a generalization of the usual binary linear codes and quaternary linear codes. Later, the structure and properties of Z 2 Z 4 -additive codes have been intensely studied, including generator matrix, duality, kernel and rank, see [3, 4, 5, 9] . Furthermore, Z 2 Z 4 -additive codes were generalized to Z 2 Z 2 s -additive codes in [1] , these codes are meaningful because they provided good binary codes via Gray maps. Then, the structure and the duality of Z p r Z p s -additive codes were discussed in [2] . Note that the last two papers mentioned considered additive codes in the Lee metric space. We study another generalization of the Z 2 Z 4 -additive codes, related to the homogeneous metric and the metric that can be considered as dual to homogeneous.
In the present paper, we introduce two generalized Gray maps on Z p Z p k (see Section 2, the definitions of φ and ϕ), and prove that if C is a Z p Z p k -additive code and C ⊥ is its dual, then the images φ(C) and ϕ(C ⊥ ) are formally dual, i.e., satisfy the MacWilliams identity. The result has a nature extension to the mixed Z p Z p 2 · · · Z p k alphabet, see Remark 3.7.
The manuscript is organized as follows. Section 2 fixes some notations and definitions for this paper, we introduce two generalized Gray like maps on Z p Z p k . In addition, we describe the connection between these two mappings. The main results are given in Section 3, where we establish the MacWilliams identity between the image codes φ(C) and ϕ(C ⊥ ) (Theorem 3.6). Section 4 gives a construction of 1-perfect additive codes in the mixed Z p Z p 2 · · · Z p k alphabet with a special distance, such that the ϕ-image is a perfect code over Z p .
Preliminaries

Linear Codes
Let p be an odd prime number. Denote by Z p and Z p k the rings of integers modulo p and p k , respectively. The Hamming weight of x ∈ Z n p , denoted by wt(x), is the number of indices i where x i = 0. A linear code C over the ring Z p of length n is a Z p -submodule of Z n p . If the cardinality of the code C is M , and its (minimum) distance, denoted by d, is defined as the minimum Hamming weight of its nonzero elements, then it is sometimes referred to as an (n, M, d) code over Z p . The weight enumerator of the code C is defined by
, a homogeneous polynomial of degree n in two variables.
From now on, we will focus on
Throughout this paper we use the calligraphic C to denote codes in the mixed Z p Z p k alphabet, and we use the standard C to denote codes over Z p .
The inner product between (v 1 |w 1 ) and (v 2 |w 2 ) in Z α p × Z β p k can be written as follows:
where ·, · denotes the usual inner product (x 0 , . . . , x n−1 ), (y 0 , . . . , y n−1 ) = x 0 y 0 + . . . + x n−1 y n−1 .
Note that the result of the inner product v 1 , v 2 is from Z p , and multiplication of its value by p k−1 should be formally understood as the natural gomomorphism from Z p into Z p k .
The dual code C ⊥ of a Z p Z p k -additive code C is defined in the standard way by
Readily, the dual code is also a Z p Z p k -additive code.
Gray Maps
In this subsection, we will introduce two different linear Gray-like maps φ and ϕ from Z α p × Z β p k to Z n p , n = α + βp k−1 . The first Gray-like map φ corresponds to the homogeneous metric over Z p k , and the second map ϕ can be regarded as the dual of the first case. More details are given as follows.
Let P be a linear code over Z p with the generator matrix A, and assume that A has the form 1 B , where1 denotes the all-1 vector of length p k−1 , and the columns of the matrix B are all different vectors in Z k−1 p . Then P is a linear two-weight code of size p k and nonzero weights (p − 1)p k−2 and p k−1 . Arrange the codewords in P = {c 0 , c 1 , . . . , c p k −1 } in such a way that c 0 = (0, . . . , 0) and for all i, 0 ≤ i ≤ p k − 1, and j, 0 ≤ j ≤ p − 1, the codeword c i+jp k−1 − c i has the form (j, j, . . . , j).
Example 2.1. Let p = k = 3. From the description above, the generator matrix A has the form as follows:   
and the weight enumerator of the code P with the generator matrix A is given by
Then the weight function wt * is defined by:
The definition of the weight function here is consistent with the homogeneous metric introduced in [7] , and we know this weight function can be expressed by a character sum [12] . The corresponding distance d * on Z n p k is defined as follows:
. , x n ), y = (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n ) ∈ Z n p k . It is easy to check that the mapping φ k is an isometric embedding of (Z n p k , d * ) into (Z p k−1 n p , d H ), where d H denotes the usual Hamming distance. If C is a code with parameters (n, M, d) * over Z p k , then the image code C = φ k (C) is a code with parameters (p k−1 n, M, d H ) over Z p . Then, we define the Gray-like map φ for elements (v|w) ∈ Z α p ×Z β p k , by φ((v|w)) = (v|φ k (w)).
Next, we introduce another Gray map from its dual side. Let the code D be the dual of the linear code P with the parity-check matrix A introduced above. If p is odd, then any two columns of A are linearly independent and A has three columns that are linearly dependent; so, the dual code D is a linear code with parameters ( . Additionally, we require the sum of all coordinates of a codeword of D i to be equal to i mod p (for every coset, this sum is a constant, because (1, . . . , 1) is a row of A; so, this condition can be satisfied by an appropriate enumeration of the cosets).
For x ∈ Z p k , the weight function wt ⋄ is defined as follows:
The corresponding distance d ⋄ on Z n p k is defined as follows:
is a code with parameters (p k−1 n, |C| · p (p k−1 −k)n , d ′ ) over Z p , where d ′ = min{3, d ⋄ } for odd p and d ′ = min{4, d ⋄ } in the case p = 2.
Similarly, we define the Gray-like map ϕ for the elements (v|w) of Z α p × Z β p k and for the subsets C of Z α p × Z β p k :
ϕ((v|w)) = (v|ϕ k (w)), ϕ(C) = (v|w)∈C ϕ((v|w)).
Main Results
In this section, we determine the weight relationship between the image codes φ(C) and ϕ(C ⊥ ) from the maps φ and ϕ, respectively. For this purpose, we have to start with the weight distribution of the cosets of the linear code D. We first observe that D satisfies the hypothesis of the following proposition. 
• if p|i and i = 0, we have
Proof. The weight enumerator of D 0 is easy to obtain from the MacWilliams identity, since its dual P is a two-weight code. For the rest cases, let H be a linear code of length p k−1 with the generator matrix containing the all-1 vector over Z p as the only row. Denote the dual of H by H ⊥ . We know that the weight enumerator of H ⊥ is
On the other hand, we know
Then, by a simple variable substitutions, we obtain the result directly. The remaining case follows from the fact that Z p k−1
Let C be a Z p Z p k -additive code, and let C ⊥ be the dual of C. Now, denote the complete weight enumerator of the code C by W C (X i , Y j ; i = 0, 1, . . . , p − 1, j = 0, 1, . . . , p k − 1). Then, the polynomial SW C (X, S, Y, Z, T ) for the code C is obtained from the complete weight enumerator W C (X i , Y j ; i = 0, 1, . . . , p − 1, j = 0, 1, . . . , p k − 1) by identifying S and all X i 's if i = 0, identifying Z and all Y j 's if p ∤ j, and identifying T and all Y j 's if p | j and j = 0.
Let ω 1 be the complex number e 2πi/p , and ω 2 be the complex number e 2πi/p k . Then, the complete weight enumerator of C is
where (v|w) = (v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v α |w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w β ).
Let f be a complex-valued function defined on
can be written as ω 
If z ∈ C ⊥ , then u, z = 0 for all u ∈ C. Hence, the inner sum Since ω u 0 ,z 2 = 1, the inner sum is zero. Therefore,
Then the result follows.
, where w i (z ′ ) (respectively, w j (z ′′ )) denotes the number of i (respectively, j) in z ′ (respectively, z ′′ ). By computing the Fourier transform f (z) of f (z), and according to Lemma 3.3, we find that the complete weight enumerator W C ⊥ satisfies the MacWilliams identity
ω js 2 Y s ; i = 0, 1, . . . , p − 1, j = 0, 1, . . . , p k − 1 .
Then we can obtain the weight enumerator of the codeC from the complete weight enumerator of C by
• replacing X 0 by X, and Y 0 by X p k−1 ,
• replacing X i by Y for i = 0,
• replacing Y i by Y p k−1 for p k−1 |i and i = 0,
Now, for each j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p k − 1}, we start to compute the value of the expression
ω js 2 Y s after phrase transformations as follows:
• If j = 0, we have
• If p | j and j = 0, we know each coefficient of Y s for p k−1 | s are all equal to 1, and the sum of the rest coefficients are −p; then we get
• If p ∤ j, then it is easy to check that the sum of the coefficients of Y s for p k−1 | s and i = 0 are equal to −1; the rest follows from the equality
ω js 2 = 0. We get
Similarly, the value of the expression p−1 t=0 ω it 1 X t , after phrase transformations, is as follows:
• if i = 0, we have X + (p − 1)Y ;
• if i = 0, we have X − Y .
From the discussion above, we deduce the following lemma.
Lemma 3.4. Let C be a Z p Z p k -additive code, and let C ⊥ = φ(C ⊥ ); then we have
Next, we consider the connection between the weight enumerators W ϕ(C) and SW C .
Lemma 3.5. Let C be an additive code in Z α p × Z β p k , and C = ϕ(C). Then we have
Proof. Let c = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x α |y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y β ) be a codeword of C. This codeword contributes
• SW i equals S for i = 0,
• SW ′ i equals Z for p ∤ j, and
• SW ′ i equals T for p | j and j = 0.
On the other hand, according to the definition of the map ϕ introduced in Section 2, the image ϕ(c) contributes SW Theorem 3.6. Let C be an additive code in Z α p × Z β p k , and let C ⊥ be the dual of C. Let C = φ(C) and C ⊥ = ϕ(C ⊥ ). Then we have
Proof. From Lemmas 3.2 and 3.4, we have
We know that |C ⊥ | p p k−1 p p k β = |C ⊥ |, and according to Lemma 3.5, we have
This completes the proof.
Remark 3.7. Theorem 3.6 can be extended to more general case. Let C be an additive code in Z α 1 p × Z α 2 p 2 × · · · × Z α k p k , and C ⊥ be its dual. Let C = φ(C) and C ⊥ = ϕ(C ⊥ ). Then we have
Note that, for given v = (v 1 |v 2 | · · · |v k ) and u = (u 1 |u 2 | · · · |u k ) from
and the Gray like maps φ and ϕ are defined by
In this section, we characterize the additive 1-perfect codes in the mixed Z p Z p 2 · · · Z p k alphabet, p prime, with the distance d ⋄ defined as in Section 2. Once we have the inner product (1), we can define additive codes with the help of check matrices.
Theorem 4.1. Assume that A is a matrix with rows from Z α 1 p × Z α 2 p 2 × · · · × Z α k p k such that the first γ 1 ≥ 0 rows are of order p, the next γ 2 ≥ 0 rows are of order p 2 , and so on; the last γ k > 0 rows are of order p k . Assume that all the rows are linearly independent. The additive code C ⊂ Z α 1 p × Z α 2 p 2 × . . . × Z α k p k defined by the check matrix A is a 1-perfect code with respect to the distance d ⋄ if and only if for every i from 1 to k, (i) α i = p γ 1 p 2γ 2 · · · p (i−1)γ i−1 (p iγ i,k − p (i−1)γ i,k )/(p i − p i−1 ), where γ i,k = γ i + · · · + γ k ;
(ii) the order of each of α i columns of A corresponding to Z p i is p i ;
(iii) the α i columns of the matrix A corresponding to Z p i are mutually non-collinear.
Proof. Only if. Assume that C is a 1-perfect code. It is straightforward from the definition of a 1-perfect code that a codeword cannot have wt ⋄ weight 1 or 2. Now (ii) is straightforward as if the jth column over Z p i has order smaller than p i , then the word with p i−1 in the jth position and 0s in the other must be a codeword of weight 1 (in the case i = 1) or 2 (for i > 1), leading to a contradiction.
(iii) is also clear because if two columns x and y of maximal order are collinear, then x = κy for some κ of order p i in Z p i , which results in a weight-2 codeword with 1 in the position of x, −κ in the position of y and 0 in the other positions.
Let us prove (i). The total number of different possible columns of order p i over Z p i is p γ 1 p 2γ 2 · · · p (i−1)γ i−1 (p iγ i,k − p (i−1)γ i,k ) (the first γ 1 + · · · + γ i−1 elements are arbitrary, with the restriction on order; the last γ i + · · · + γ k are arbitrary of order at most p i , but there is at list one element of order exactly p i ). To obtain the maximum number of non-collinear columns, we divide this number by the number p i − p i−1 of elements of maximum order in Z p i and obtain the formula in (i). So, α i cannot exceed this value. On the other hand, calculating the cardinality of a radius-1 ball B gives
= p α 1 p 2α 2 ...p kα k
